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Benefit Crystallisation Event (BCE) – Ad Hoc

Wealthtime is a trading name of Novia Financial plc. Novia Financial plc is a private limited company registered in England and Wales. No. 06467886.  
Registered office: Cambridge House, Henry St, Bath, BA1 1JS. Novia Financial plc is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. FCA Number 481600.

This document is a process flow transaction guide. For illustration purposes only to support Advisers. Should be reviewed with the Terms and Conditions.

If sales are placed, a Contract Note is 
generated typically the day after the final 

trade settles.

Key Points 
Adviser to place switches online via Adviser Zone. Payments made  

once there is sufficient cleared cash and bank details are
verified and all other requirements are met.

Complete a 
Pension

Withdrawal
form and send
to Wealthtime.

START
Check that there is sufficient 

cleared cash to pay the  
required PCLS and any  

ad hoc income.

IF CASH REQUIRED: Use the Switch functionality to sell down  
online using the ‘Sell for withdrawal’ option. This queues rebalancing or realignments on the 
Wrapper so then there is no need to temporarily delink from a model or turn off rebalancing.  

If using the ‘Sell’ option, please refer to the Cash Available box below for information  
regarding rebalancing and realignments.

The BCE is processed when all required information is received and sufficient cleared cash is 
available. The required amount of PCLS will be paid to the nominated bank account by BACS. 

This will typically take between three and five days to reach the bank account. The residual  
crystallised funds (assets) are then transferred to the drawdown wrapper. If the crystallisation 

occurs when there are pending trades, a rebalance will be placed.
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IF CASH AVAILABLE: If sufficient cash is already held  
(or the standard ‘Sell’ switch functionality is selected) and the investor is linked to a Model, the 

Adviser may wish to delink via the Model Portfolio Manager until the withdrawal has been  
completed to avoid the excess cash being rebalanced. Once the withdrawal has been completed, 

it is the Advisers’ responsibility to relink the Wrapper to the model via MPM. If there is a
Rebalance set up on the SIPP that may trigger during this period, you may wish to turn this off  

by sending an email to clientservices@wealthtime.com. Once the withdrawal has
been completed, it is the responsibility of the Adviser to setup the rebalancing.

Upon receipt of a completed Pension 
Withdrawal form, Wealthtime checks 

that all requested information has been 
supplied and liaises with the Adviser for 

anything outstanding.

A Crystallisation 
Statement is 

issued. 

We’re currently rebranding from Novia to Wealthtime. You’ll notice that some of our products and services still use the name Novia while we’re transitioning over to the new name.  
So don’t worry if you see both Wealthtime and Novia names in our documents. Wealthtime is a trading name of Novia Financial plc. 


